Case Study: TOF and Double A (KHAN-NA)
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Plantation: Big landlord

Agroforestry: Eucalyptus and Cassava/Pineapple
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Double A Certification plan

Certification plan 2020

Forest Management (FM) 32,000 ha

Certification plan 2025

ToF (KHAN-NA) 13 Million Trees
Technology and Management system

CDS for Khan-Na v.2

Pre-Order Online

ระบบงานชีอไม

SAP

Photo Stamp application
Technology and Management system

Drone evaluation and report
KHAN-NA Management system
KHAN-NA Management system

METHODOLOGY For KHAN-NA

Registration to KHAN-NA project with Double A officer
KHAN-NA Management system

Land certificate and ID card of the farmer
KHAN-NA Management system

Land evaluation (location, distance and area)

Distance: 616.65m
Area: 8287.2m²
KHAN-NA Management system

Farmer information added to Channel Development system for Khanna (CDS)


KHAN-NA Management system

Documentation check randomly by control room.
KHAN-NA Management system

Pre-order online for sapling
KHAN-NA Management system

Sapling delivery to farmers
Pic of the sapling after 1 week
KHAN-NA Management system

Re-check again at 6 months and 2 years, then harvesting at 3-4 years